BULLSEYE PISTOL CLASS

ATTENTION ARCHERS

A class for beginning bullseye pistol shooters will begin on
Tuesday, April 19, 2016. The classes will meet at the Indoor Range
6:00 pm to 8:00 pm and will run for six Tuesdays. Students must
provide hearing protection and eye protection. Cost of the course
is $30.00.
We provide course books, targets, ammo, and pistols. If you
have a .22 pistol you would like to use, you may bring it. If it is
suitable for the course you may use it. the course will cover gun
safety, pistol nomenclature, shooting fundamentals, and will lead
to shooting the indoor match course.
To register for the course or for more information call Ed
Johnson at 483-9573.

The White course is now open for the summer. Only the
White course will be open this year pending layout for upcoming
Sporting Clays Range.
No targets will be set up across the bridge. Important - across
bridge is closed. Authorized Personal Only allowed across bridge!
Don Wood

Oak Ridge Sportsmen’s Association
PO Box 6094
Oak Ridge, TN 37831-6094

We are all consumed with our daily lives and we have vary-

In sum, we hold that the District’s ban on handgun

ing levels of awareness of what is going on in America and the

possession in the home violates the Second Amend-

world. And since 2016 is an election year the Republican and

ment, as does its prohibition against rendering any

Democrat campaigns suck up much of our attention span. Re-

lawful firearm in the home operable for the purpose

cently a U.S. Supreme Court Justice, Antonin Scalia, died at the

of immediate self-defense. Assuming that Heller is not dis-

age of 79. “So what” most Americans would think, how will that

qualified from the exercise of Second Amendment rights, the

affect me? Well as the readers of this column should know, the

District must permit him to register his handgun and must is-
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Dschulnigg Mauser; .270 cal; with custom Habicht
scope, original papers and box. Mfg 1964 90% exterior,
mechanically excellent. $1600
Colt 1911, Military issue, no blue left; mechanically
excellent. Mfg 1919, arsenal re-work between the
World Wars, w/ 100 rd of 1943 military issue ammo in
original boxes $1200
Franchi Alcione 12-ga O/U. Mfg 1965. 90% $800
Winchester 1894 Rifle; 32-40. Takedown model. 2030% exterior; mechanically excellent. Mfg 1902; with
three boxes of ammo (60 rd) in original Remington
boxes $1500
Iver-Johnson “Hercules Grade” 12-ga double. 75% Mfg
between 1924 and 1935. $550
Contact: Sam Suffern – 865-850-8321

Ruger SR-45, .45 ACP, ( LNIB) Asking $475 obo
Sig Sauer SP-2022, 9mm, (LNIB) Asking $550 obo
Heritage Arms, SA Revolver .22 cal. (LNIB), $150 obo
Contact: Jack – 609-226-2916
Knoxville area

New in factory hard case Ruger Mk III Hunter, 22
LR, 6.88” fluted bull barrel stainless steel pistol with
adjustable sights, two 10-round magazines, target
laminate grips, and scope base. 800 rounds CCI 22
LR ammunition (300 Stinger CPHP, 400 Mini-Mag
CPHP, 100 Mini-Mag CPRN). Price for all is $700.00.
Contact: Vic Kruzic – 865-376-9770
vkruzic@mindspring.com

The last two cases that we heard relating to the Second Amend-

We are aware of the problem of handgun violence in this

ment were both 5-4 decisions and Justice Scalia was in the ma-

country, and we take seriously the concerns raised by the many

jority on both and wrote the majority opinion on the District of

amici who believe that prohibition of handgun ownership is

Columbia v. Heller in 2008.

a solution. The Constitution leaves the District of Columbia a

In his 1997 book, “A Matter of Interpretation,” Scalia wrote

variety of tools for combating that problem, including some

that he viewed “the Second Amendment as a guarantee that the

measures regulating handguns, see supra, at 54–55, and n. 26.
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federal government would not interfere with the right of the

But the enshrinement of constitutional rights necessarily takes
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people to keep and bear arms.” This is evidence that Justice Sca-

certain policy choices off the table. These include the absolute

lia had given thought to the Second Amendment well before the

prohibition of handguns held and used for self-defense in the

Heller and McDonald cases.

home. Undoubtedly some think that the Second Amendment is
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SAKO L579 rifle cal .243 Win. heavy varmint bbl. PreGarcia (1965), Exc. cond. with a Bausch & Lomb Balvar
8 scope 2 1/2-8 power, Factory reconditioned scope.
Exc.cond. $1100.
Mosin m 91/30 rifle 1942 Izzy arsenal refurb. VG bore,
not countrboard, All matching serial numbers. Including Bayonet, sling, Ammo pouch with oil bottle VG
cond. $200.oo.
A Star Model SS pistol cal. .380. Starvell finish small
1911 style. Extra Mags, Exc. cond. $300.oo
A TRIUS ST-2 one step trap, easy cock, FOOT release,
launches one or two birds Exc.Cond. $60.oo
CCI Musket caps,1000 for $45.oo The old good stuff,
0300 on tins.
New NRA vest black made of suede BOARS Hide never
worn. size Marked Large but is a very large ex. lg.
$35.00
Contact: Ron – 865-518-3918
E-Mail: Ron4570n@comcast.net
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Saiga SGL21 AK47 7.62x39. Like all AK's it is reliable.
Setup with Tapco adjustable stock/grip, AKARS AK
Rail System, BARSKA 4x30 ME ELECTRA Scope, butt
pad. ALL original parts are included along with UTG
Scope Side Mount, 2 PMAG 30 round mags, 1 steel 30
round mag, 10 round mag, Cabelas 3-12 scope. Replacement costs ~$1675. For sale $1450.
Contact: Tim Antonacci – 865-776-4871

FOR PRIVATE SALE:
•

Daisey Powerline 35 BB/Pellet rifle kit. New kits.
Includes black rifle and scope, BB's, pellets, and safely
glasses. Only $30.
Contact: Jay Emmanuel – 954-608-7437

  LOST AND FOUND:
• Targets and range bag
Found at the bench rest range on Saturday 5 March.
Contact: Tim – 865 235-7619
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outmoded in a society where our standing army is the pride of

Below is some of the text from Justice Scalia’s majority
opinion in the Heller case:

our Nation, where well-trained police forces provide personal

As the quotations earlier in this opinion demonstrate, the

security, and where gun violence is a serious problem. That is

inherent right of self-defense has been central to the Second

perhaps debatable, but what is not debatable is that it is not the

Amendment right. The handgun ban amounts to a prohibition

role of this Court to pronounce the Second Amendment extinct.

of an entire class of “arms” that is overwhelmingly chosen by

District of Columbia v. Heller, 554 U.S. 570 (2008).

American society for that lawful purpose. The prohibition ex-

So what does this mean for us as believers and protectors

tends, moreover, to the home, where the need for defense of self,

of our rights and liberties under the Second Amendment? It is

family, and property is most acute. Under any of the standards

the duty of the President to nominate a replacement for Justice

of scrutiny that we have applied to enumerated constitutional

Scalia and the approval falls to the U.S. Senate under the advice

rights, banning from the home “the most preferred firearm in

and consent clause. This is the battle that has been enjoined

the nation to ‘keep’ and use for protection of one’s home and

by President Obama and the Republican majority in the U.S.

family,” 478 F. 3d, at 400, would fail constitutional muster.

Senate.
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“To keep and bear Arms”

So the next justice could have profound impacts on the free-

RIFLE AND PISTOL CLUB NEWS

now off to a good start. And hats off to Kyle Kirschenmann. for
stepping up to run the majority of this part of the program in ’15
and this year.
Long Range: For the ultimate challenge come and compete at 1000 yards. The long range matches are friendly and fun
matches with a great bunch of shooters who are very helpful.
Larry Sparks is the Match
Director and has been running the matches for over 10
years. They are NRA approved and open to both prone shooters
and F-class shooters. Contact Larry for more information. It is
not as difficult as you may think and the thrill of watching the
target go down never get old.
Smallbore and Pistol: Ed Foley and Thomas Colyer are
breathing new life into the SB program. Ed has brought a State
SB match to ORSA for April, the first in many years, and Ed will
be running regualr SB matches in April and October. Thomas
will be running a couple Mini Palma matches; one in April and
another in October. In the Pistol world, Robert Carden continues
to lead. He procured 12 turning targets, so look for the Bullseye
(now Precision Pistol) Matches to expand. Regarding EIC Pistol
matches, none are scheduled yet, so stay tuned. I hope there will
be more on that, soon. And for a casual and fun Bullseye Pistol League experience, Contact Frank Buday. He and his pistol
shooters are a great source of information on all things Bullseye.
They may be found every Tuesday Night at the Indoor Range or
the Competition Range.
M1 Carbine: Of course we are running two fun Carbine
Matches on the Competition Range, which I hope you will participate in. As in the case of 30-’06 ammo, I have plenty of ORSA’s LC Carbine Ammo available at a good rate for use by competitors in the Carbine Match.
Air Rifle: We have started a Pneumatic Rifle “Sniper”
League, the write-up for which you should have seen in the Feb.
Rangefinder. This will be run by Mr. Dave Arney, a gentleman,
scholar, and all-around great guy. He is also an avid air rifle
shooter. Give him or me a call for more info. I plan to try it out as
an opportunity to improve my Standing game (which still really
needs a lot of work).
And Finally, you are going to notice eight (8) little blue
squares on the 2016 HP Schedule at orsahp.com Those are days
when we will have to use the Monterrey Road Gate to Exit, and
sometimes, ENTER the HP Range. Our competition-centered
club is growing in all areas. The Skeet and Trap Club is no exception. My counterpart on the Board, Larry McNamee, has been
doing his job to grow his program and when he has a big event,
Skeet Field #3 is put in service. When that occurs, our traffic
going up & down the HP Range road holds up his shooters. We
all can work together to make the club function as it should. HP
Competitors will be reminded via e-mail, and at registration
when we have to use Monterrey Road.
Contact information for all of the match directors
and persons in this article may be found on back of the
Rangefinder. Be safe, Be well, read the Match Bulletins and
see you on the range.
Michael Glasman

HP Competitors, Shooters that Have Completed a
doms and liberties we hold dear. Another conservative justice
The term “bear arms” is a familiar idiom; when used unCMP Clinic, Bullseye, and Smallbore Shooters
and the opinions above remain law. A liberal justice and both
adorned by any additional words, its meaning is “to serve as a
We are ready to start the 2016 Season, so, shake the spiders
Heller and McDonald could be revisited. So to get a glimpse into
soldier, do military service, fight.”
out of the shooting jacket that strangely shrunk over the winter.
what a more liberal majority of the Supreme Court could hold for
The stand-alone phrase “bear arms” most naturally conDust off the Pistol Box, load up your ammo. If competition in
High Power Rifle, Precision Pistol, Smallbore, or Excellence-Inthe Second Amendment, let’s look at the minority opinions from
veys a military meaning unless the addition of a qualifying
Competition is what you crave, you are at the right club.
the Heller case.
phrase signals that a different meaning is intended. When, as
All last year, I’ve listened and hopefully, addressed your
in this case, there is no such qualifier, the most natural meaning
comments and lessons-learned. This has resulted in some big
Justice Stevens writing for the minority:
is the military one;
changes that are reflected in the 2016 Schedule. Please TAKE
A CLOSE LOOK at the schedule on orsahp.com. So – Mark Up
Specifically, there is no indication that the Framers of the
“[K]eep and bear arms” thus perfectly describes the reYour Calendars and conduct negotiations with your significant
Amendment intended to enshrine the common-law right of selfsponsibilities of a framing-era militia member.
others so you can participate.
defense in the Constitution.
When each word in the text is given full effect, the AmendHere are the highlights – please read them for general
“A well regulated Militia, being necessary to the security
ment is most naturally read to secure to the people a right to
awareness to prevent surprises:
Big Ed’s Memorial and the Charlie Smart Memorial
of a free State” The preamble to the Second Amendment makes
use and possess arms in conjunction with service in a well-regRegistered
Matches: These classic ORSA matches feature a
three important points. It identifies the preservation of the miulated militia.
combination of team matches, NRA Across-the-Course (XTC)
litia as the Amendment’s purpose; it explains that the militia is
http://www.supremecourt.gov/opinions/07pdf/07-290.pdf
shooting, and the true test of your abilities as a marksman: The
necessary to the security of a free State; and it recognizes that
Excellence-in Competition (EIC) match. You will also experience
the militia must be “well regulated.”
This dear reader’s is why we should care about the person
a some Riverview Grill BBQ and Big Ed’s Pizza. New shooters
are welcome, especially at the EIC matches. If you need rifles or
The parallels between the Second Amendment and these
who would fill Justice Scalia’s vacancy. Let our Senators know
other equipment you may use ORSA-Supplied gear. You MUST
state declarations, and the Second Amendment’s omission of
how you stand and vote wisely in November.
have previous competition experience, or have completed at
any statement of purpose related to the right to use firearms for
least one CMP Clinic. Match ammo will also be available if it is
hunting or personal self-defense, is especially striking in light
Richard Stouder – Oakridger48@msn.com
on-hand at ORSA. Contact Michael Glasman for those details.,
NRA Across-the-Course (XTC) Matches: You should
of the fact that the Declarations of Rights of Pennsylvania and
notice that we moved our Approved NRA XTC matches to the
Vermont did expressly protect such civilian uses at the time.
Third Saturday. This makes it possible to shoot ORSA action pistol events held on the first Saturday of each month. New shooters lacking rifles or other equipment – see the underlined note
directly above.
Excellence-In-Competition Matches: There are Leg
Points out there to be earned. We have five EIC matches on the
schedule. As mentioned above, if you need equipment or a rifle, it
will be available if you meet the experience requirements. News
of our EIC matches are spreading on social media, so I really exOak Ridge Sportsmen’s Associationpect good turnouts. And do your part to talk our leg matches up.
CLINICS: By now, the two spring clinics will be history.
PO Box 6094
However, there will be one in the fall; Feedback from 2015 clinic
participants included: Great Coaches, Super Equipment, WellOak Ridge, TN 37831-6094
Organized, Excellent Instruction. A special thanks to the coaches and volunteers: You guys & gals made it all possible. There
are shooters out there, somewhere, who will get into and did
get into HP shooting because of you and these clinics.
Garand-Springfield Matches, Vintage SNIPER and
M1-A Matches: We scheduled pre-Perry Matches for Garand,
Springfield, Vintage Sniper, and M1-A competitors --That inTHE RIGHT TO KEEP AND BEAR ARMS
cludes a Garand Rattle Battle match. See Mike Glasman for a
The Right to Keep and Bear Arms (RKBA) column is now available each month on the ORSAONLINE web site at (www.
good deal on LC M2 Ball Ammo in clips. And new for 2016 are
orsaonline.org/rkba.asp). From time to time, the RKBA column will be included in the printed version which is mailed to
the two pre-Perry M1-A matches. I am particularly pleased about
members’ homes when space permits.
those and I hope they are well-attended as this is a first for ORSA.
Please remember that each edition of the Rangefinder is also available online at ORSAONLINE (www.orsaonline.org/
Some of us will be competing in this popular event at Perry. The
newsletters.asp) and is normally available before the edition arrives by mail.
Sniper Matches at ORSA were new to us last year, and they are
THE RANGEFINDER		
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